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Translation 
 
Introducing Fine French Wines into Cuisine | The Wine Lingers on One’s Tongue Tips 
 
Located slightly east of central France, Burgundy and its wine production is comparable to              
Bordeaux. As the local quality of soil varies according to the location of vineyards, the variety of                 
wines produced are equally innumerable; with experts calling it «the world’s most challenging             
and complex vineyard». 
 
Hailing from Burgundy, Geoffrey Daurelle has spent six years working in Singapore. A             
sommelier by trade, he has constantly prided himself on the rich traditions of French cuisine and                
its wines, thus seeing the inception of Gaston Burgundy Bistro & Wine Bar at Keong Saik                
Road at the end of last year. The restaurant’s interior invokes the idyllic charms of the French                 
countryside, coupled with its unique ceiling light fixtures upcycled from wooden wine crates             
which exudes the warm familiarity of a home. 
 
Owing to Burgundy’s wine production, many of its local gourmet delicacies incorporate the use              
of wine. The Bœuf Bourguignon ($32++) holds his mother’s secret recipe. The beef is first               
marinated in red wine for two hours and then braised for another three hours in order to achieve                  
a velvety texture embalmed in the aromatic depths of red wine. Daurelle also recalls that his                
mother would prepare a large pot of Bœuf Bourguignon, becoming even tastier after being              
re-heated the following day. 
 
Julius Soo Thoo, the Head Chef tasked with preparing this dish for the patrons of Gaston                
Burgundy Bistro & Wine Bar, has also included his specialty as an accompagnement: mashed              
potatoes. He has previously rose to fame with this specialty while working at two-star Michelin               
restaurant L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon. Although there are more than four layers of butter in the                
mashed potatoes, the dish retains a delicate creaminess without being overpowered by the             
dense flavours of either ingredient. 
 
As Burgundy is a landlocked region, seafood is uncommon, therefore meat and freshwater             
varieties take precedence in their local cuisine. Truite à l’Aligoté ($28++) uses the most              
succulent parts of trout and later simmered in an Aligoté white wine reduction. Using a steaming                
method to handle this otherwise bland freshwater species, the chef remains confident of the              
quality of the trout. 
 
Oeufs en Meurette ($13/21++) is Burgundy’s finest exemplar of cooking with wine; using wine,              
red onions, mushroom and bacon to enhance the main component: poached eggs. Another             
dish, Croquettes Bourguignonnes (3 pieces at $9++) exploits the textured richness of            
Epoisses Cheese. While some may be unwilling, it would still be necessary to break apart the                
yolk in order to fully appreciate the unique texture of this entrée. Another dish, Croquettes               



 
Bourguignonnes (3 pieces at $9++) exploits the textured richness of Epoisses Cheese, and             
best eaten when hot. 
 
Eclair au cassis ($14++) is representative of a classic French dessert, the eclair, with the               
exception of its carefully pairing with pickled cassis berries. The burgundy tones of this sacred               
antioxidant; although intensifies the tartness of the dessert, creates nonetheless a harmonious            
blend of acidity and sweetness found at the ice-cream center of the eclair. 
 
The restaurant boasts at least half of its wine selection and dishes from Burgundy, with the                
Head Chef using only the freshest ingredients and seafood for his culinary creations, such as               
the Charcoal-grilled Barramundi.  
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Translation 
 
Introducing Hometown Wines into Cuisine 
 
Hailing from Burgundy, Geoffrey Daurelle has spent six years working in Singapore. As a              
sommelier, he has constantly prided himself on the rich traditions of French cuisine and its               
wines, thus seeing the inception of Gaston Burgundy Bistro & Wine Bar at Keong Saik Road                
at the end of last year. The restaurant’s interior invokes the idyllic charms of the French                
countryside, coupled with its unique ceiling light fixtures upcycled from wooden wine crates             
which exudes the warm familiarity of a home. 
 
Owing to Burgundy’s wine production, many of its local gourmet delicacies incorporate the use              
of wine. The Boeuf Bourguignon ($32++) holds his mother’s secret recipe. The beef is first               
marinated in red wine for two hours and then braised for another three hours in order to achieve                  
a velvety texture embalmed in the aromatic depths of red wine. This dish is also complemented                
with Head Chef Julius Soo Thoo’s specialty: mashed potatoes. Although there are more than              
four layers of butter in the mashed potatoes, the dish retains a delicate creaminess without               
being overpowered by the dense flavours of either ingredient. 
 
Truite à l’Aligoté ($28++) uses the most succulent parts of trout and later simmered in an                
Aligoté white wine reduction. 
 
Oeufs en Meurette ($13/21++) is Burgundy’s finest exemplar of cooking with wine; using wine,              
red onions, mushroom and bacon to enhance the main component: poached eggs. Another             
dish, Croquettes Bourguignonnes (3 pieces at $9++) exploits the textured richness of            
Epoisses Cheese. 
 
Eclair au cassis ($14++) is carefully paired with pickled cassis berries to create a harmonious               
blend of acidity and sweetness found at the ice-cream center of the eclair. 
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